
Fit Fighter
Do you think you have the fitness and stamina to fight for twice as 
long as usual? If you do, then why not try the new ‘Fit Fighter’ 
event. 

This event is designed to test the fighters that little bit more than 
usual. Fighters will be categorised by weight and will have to 
encompass more techniques than used in the usual Kickboxing 
event. The usual kicks and punches are now combined with 
throwing and grappling moves. Rounds will be 2 minute continuous 
and the winning fighter will be the one first person to win two 
rounds. Use of power is also increased to 50% instead of the 10% 
used in Kickboxing.

To win a round you must score 
the most points, during 
continuous fighting. 

The points are scored as 
follows:
1 point
§	Kick to the leg or head
§	Punch to anywhere except 
   prohibited areas
§	Throwing technique in which 
you also touch the floor
2 points
§	Kick to the body§	Clean 
throwing technique which puts 
your opponent on the floor 
while you remain standing

Prohibited areas and techniques
§	Groin
·	Back of head, neck and throat
·	No attacking or locking of joints
·	Use of head, elbows or knees

Penalties
·	Attacking the above prohibited 
  areas
·	Using the above prohibited 
  techniques
·	Excessive use of power
·	Un-Sportsman like conduct
·	Striking an opponent either 
  before or after the referee has 
  started or stopped the fight.

Incurring three penalties in a round will be an automatic win for 
your opponent, a further penalty in subsequent rounds will mean 
the bout will be awarded to your opponent. 

Equipment required	
         Head guard – Full face guard provided by Wutan	
         Mouth guard	
         Groin guard	
         Chest shield	
         Shin guards	
         Full Contact Gloves - Provided by Wutan

Wherever possible fighters should be using their own equipment 
for health and safety reasons, however, there will be spare sets 
available for use. Semi Contact gloves are strictly forbidden. 
Fighters not wearing any part of the safety equipment will not be 
permitted to compete.

Sequence Competition
This event is designed to enhance the ability of your mind and 
nervous system to work under stress condition. Competitors will be 
categorised to Tai Chi 37 Short Yang, Hsing-I-5 Elements Linking Set, 
Tai Chi Sword, Fan(4 Sections), Wing Chun Sets, Chailifut Set, Nan 
Chuan Set, Chang Chuan(as in TaiChi Book), Master Wu’ Mantis Sets, 
2 Persons Wutan Kung Fu Sets bare hand and weapons.

It is a good way to compare and find out how well your mind master 
your body. You will appreciate more for the effort you have put in to 
enhance the coordination and grace of your movements. 

The emphasis will be on smooth power and coordination as well as 
technique and rhythm.
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